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I just got banned from main board (updated: AGAIN)

1.  

MSUDP All-Flintstone
Gold Member

Barnacle~Bob said: ↑

I wonder what 'the whole story' that you don't know is.

Probably that I've had them flared up from the first day I started posting
there.

Probably definitely.

Sparticus248 (sp) was banned immediately after the UofM/MSU game this year for saying
things UofM fans routinely say over there. Schmo "warned" him in the thread then banned him
soon after.

 

Report
Spartacus248 and Barnacle~Bob like this.
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2.  

SBear08 All-'52 Pony Backfield
Gold Member

Although I quit going there about 4 years ago so things may have changed.

 

Report

3.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

SBear08 said: ↑

Although I quit going there about 4 years ago so things may have changed.

The stupidity over there doesn't bother me. There's still a lot of entertainment. And it's hilarious
how bad Clemson fans get worked overs. 'Clempsum', hahaha

 

Report
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4.  

jim comparoni Moderator
Moderator

Barnacle~Bob said: ↑

For saying Harbaugh is John L Smith on steroids.

That's beyond hilarious. The Fort has invaded the main board. People from all
over the place just rip the crap out of each other unmercifully, but God forbid
anybody bad-mouth michigan and the mighty Harbaugh.

Hey @blue17! and other u of m posters here....doesn't it embarrass the hell out
of you that your fellow fans are the biggest pansies in the entire world?

I'm going to ask for an explanation on this. That seems ridiculous to me.

 

SUBSCRIBE to SPARTAN Magazine! ($29.95): http://spartanmagazine.net/

Report
Heeed and SpartanGrad04 like this.
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5.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

jim comparoni said: ↑

I'm going to ask for an explanation on this. That seems ridiculous to me.

Comp, I love ya buddy...but don't waste your time. It will be an exercise in pissing into the
wind. Thanks though.

 

Report
MSUDP likes this.
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6.  

jim comparoni Moderator
Moderator

MSUDP said: ↑

Probably definitely.

Sparticus248 (sp) was banned immediately after the UofM/MSU game this year
for saying things UofM fans routinely say over there. Schmo "warned" him in
the thread then banned him soon after.

Who is Schmo?

I'm sorry, but I don't go to that board very often.

 

SUBSCRIBE to SPARTAN Magazine! ($29.95): http://spartanmagazine.net/

Report
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7.  

Toledo Greg All-Gibson
Gold Member

Barnacle~Bob said: ↑

For saying Harbaugh is John L Smith on steroids.

That's beyond hilarious. The Fort has invaded the main board. People from all
over the place just rip the crap out of each other unmercifully, but God forbid
anybody bad-mouth michigan and the mighty Harbaugh.

Hey @blue17! and other u of m posters here....doesn't it embarrass the hell out
of you that your fellow fans are the biggest pansies in the entire world?

That's actually a pretty good analogy. To your point, there is an absolute subjectivity to the
board. I have been on the Main Board for a change of pace a couple times. What you wrote
pales in comparison to what I have seen written on that board. That's why I have -0- sympathy
for the blue lackey's that get banned from this board. Next time write John L on crack!

 

Report
big-don and Barnacle~Bob like this.
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8.  

Spartan Grove
Silver Member

Yeah there are so many UM tools on that board. TheWolverine drives traffic there by listing
the Main Board link on their forum list. They have to be the most thin skinned fan base ever.

 

Report
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9.  

blue17! All-Skiles
Gold Member

SBear08 said: ↑

Seriously if you haven't been to the main board read it for a week. It will have
you running back here worshiping this board. So much bullshit being spewed
by so many fan bases.

Non stop fighting, trolling, racism. The only good part are sig pics and gifs are
basically anything goes.

The sec fans are seriously unbearable. It wasn't the um fans that made me quit.
It was the sec fans. Trolling the um fans was most of the fun.

summed up the main board in 3 sentences, but you missed one important one, every poster is
rich on the main board.

 

Report
MSUDP likes this.
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10.  

blue17! All-Skiles
Gold Member

Spartan Grove said: ↑

Yeah there are so many UM tools on that board. TheWolverine drives traffic
there by listing the Main Board link on their forum list. They have to be the most
thin skinned fan base ever.

not even close, the s.e.c. has the main board on lock.

 

Report
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11.  

Spartan Grove
Silver Member

What isn't close? I didn't say UM has the most fans on there. I just simply said they have a lot
of 'tools on that board'(present company excluded of course) and the home board drives their
members there. I don't think any of that is false. I like the majority of your posts.

 

Report
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12.  

blue17! All-Skiles
Gold Member

Spartan Grove said: ↑

What isn't close? I didn't say UM has the most fans on there. I just simply said
they have a lot of 'tools on that board'(present company excluded of course)
and the home board drives their members there. I don't think any of that is
false. I like the majority of your posts.

oh yeah i got you. I agree, people who post on spartanmag and the wolverine and other home
boards are the lunatic fringe, and then you have the posters who post on the main
board....they're the looney bin fringe. A lot of them don't even post on their home boards
because they've been banned for some reason or another, it's like a badge of honor on the
main board, It's a place to get a good laugh though, it's also a place that will have you
punching your keyboard if you take it too seriously.

 

Report
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13.  

SpartanGrad04 All-Heathcote
Gold Member

jim comparoni said: ↑

Who is Schmo?

I'm sorry, but I don't go to that board very often.

Be careful Jim. We can't afford you getting banned.

 

Report

14.  

richard88 All-Gibson
Gold Member

MSUDP said: ↑

Jesus, you really got to him. The sad thing is that you at least provided facts in
your arguments and most of the replies were "you're dumb".

Wow, he cared so much he followed you to see what you were saying on the bunker?
Eek screams inferiority complex.

 

Report
JDMEvergreen and Barnacle~Bob like this.
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15.  

MSUDrew All-Skiles
Gold Member

I consider this a challenge to say the most obnoxious things possible without getting banned. I
will be sure to use big words so they won't understand.

 

Report
Barnacle~Bob likes this.

16.  

Spartacus248 All-Mason
Gold Member

Barnacle~Bob said: ↑

For saying Harbaugh is John L Smith on steroids.

That's beyond hilarious. The Fort has invaded the main board. People from all
over the place just rip the crap out of each other unmercifully, but God forbid
anybody bad-mouth michigan and the mighty Harbaugh.

Hey @blue17! and other u of m posters here....doesn't it embarrass the hell out
of you that your fellow fans are the biggest pansies in the entire world?

That's because one of the mods is a huge walmart scum bag piece of shit. He's banned me
numerous times for dumping on michigan.

 

Report
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17.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

Hahaha!

The ban was lifted. How did that happen? The Rivals guys must be real scurred of Comp!

 

Report

18.  

realmentalstate All-Lorenzo White
Gold Member

Barnacle~Bob said: ↑

Hahaha!

The ban was lifted. How did that happen? The Rivals guys must be real scurred
if Comp!

I just hoped you learned your lesson from all of this and will work harder in every aspect to
become the poster you are expected to be.

 

Report
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19.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

realmentalstate said: ↑

I just hoped you learned your lesson from all of this and will work harder in
every aspect to become the poster you are expected to be.

That's exactly what's going to happen.

 

Report
realmentalstate likes this.
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20.  

big-don All-George Webster
Gold Member

realmentalstate said: ↑

I just hoped you learned your lesson from all of this and will work harder in
every aspect to become the poster you are expected to be.

LOL! That's good!

I've never been over there, guess I'll have to have a look just for some laughs!

GOOOOOOOOO STATE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 

Report
realmentalstate likes this.

21.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

Sparty1045 said: ↑

I just got kicked off too. I called Schmo out for banning MSU fans and said he
was a liberal. Oops. The main board is the fort.

That's awesome. Schmo's having a rough day today.

 

Report
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22.  

Sparty1045 Freshman
Gold Member

Barnacle~Bob said: ↑

That's awesome. Schmo's having a rough day today.

In schmos PM to me.....I told him I would never post on tMB again if he admitted, right here
right now, that he hated MSU and bans their posters because of it? He won't respond.

 

 

 
Report
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23.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

Sparty1045 said: ↑

In schmos PM to me.....I told him I would never post on tMB again if he
admitted, right here right now, that he hated MSU and bans their posters
because of it? He won't respond.

The sad thing is that it wasn't just Schmo responsible for me being banned. Several michigan
posters suggested that I wasn't welcomed on the MB. In the last day or so, a few said it was
time for me to take a break from the board.

In my pm to Schmo, I told him that I wouldn't come back and he and the other michigan fans
would be able to play with their dolls in peace.

 

Report
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24.  

jdpar All-Gibson
Gold Member

ThatsMrSpartan2U said: ↑

I got booted from the free "Football Board". They didn't say why even after I
asked. No response.
I think it might have been that I said, Michigan State plays with chips on their
shoulders and Michigan plays with chips in their pockets.

Chips in their pockets! That's awesome, I hadn't heard that one before.

 

Report
Sparty1045 and Barnacle~Bob like this.
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25.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

blue17! said: ↑

bob your kind are made for the main board, it's why it was created, lol

 

Report
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26.  

MSUDrew All-Skiles
Gold Member

I can understand getting banned from the UM board. If they want to live in Seahaven where
UM has always been wonderful, so be it. But to get banned from the main Rivals board is
pathetic. Utterly pathetic.

 

Report
Barnacle~Bob likes this.

27.  

WMcKean All-Mason
Gold Member

big-don said: ↑

LOL! That's good!

I've never been over there, guess I'll have to have a look just for some laughs!

GOOOOOOOOO STATE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Don't do it Don. I go there because it lets me release my inner 13 year old. Don't think you
would do well.

 

Report
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28.  

JDMEvergreen All-Miller
Gold Member

Barnacle~Bob said: ↑

The sad thing is that it wasn't just Schmo responsible for me being banned.
Several michigan posters suggested that I wasn't welcomed on the MB. In the
last day or so, a few said it was time for me to take a break from the board.

In my pm to Schmo, I told him that I wouldn't come back  and he and the other
michigan fans would be able to play with their dolls in peace.

Need you there Bob. Entertainment you provided in that thread picking apart the scUM posters
who, as Spartan Grove correctly pointed out...., are tools, was hi-lar-i-ous! You and @MSUDP
doin' work on tMB last couple days.....

Btw, fwiw, I too've been banned by that puss Schmo. I never questioned why 'cause i know is
because guy's a humorless (when comes to scum) mod who thinks he's much more clever
than actually is.

Hope you re-think it, but can see where you might not like idea of having to deal w/ that thin-
skinned db any more.

 

Report
MSUDP likes this.
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29.  

SpartanGrad04 All-Heathcote
Gold Member

The main board hates um too. I hope the other posters there are picking this up.

 

Report
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30.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

JDMEvergreen said: ↑

Need you there Bob. Entertainment you provided in that thread picking apart
the scUM posters who, as Spartan Grove correctly pointed out...., are tools,
was hi-lar-i-ous! You and @MSUDP doin' work on tMB last couple days.....

Btw, fwiw, I too've been banned by that puss Schmo. I never questioned why
'cause i know is because guy's a humorless (when comes to scum) mod who
thinks he's much more clever than actually is.

Hope you re-think it, but can see where you might not like idea of having to deal
w/ that thin-skinned db any more.

Click to expand...

I have no problem lobbing grenades at that stupid- ass fanbase, and it's entertaining for me as
well. I just feel like there's a witch-hunt on now, so the next time I say anything about u of m,
the ban will be permanent.

But I think it's beyond awesome how quickly all of the michigans absolutely hated me. Makes
me proud.

 

Report
jmsmartcat1 and JDMEvergreen like this.
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31.  

joltinjoe All-Izzo
Gold Member

blue17! said: ↑

@Barnacle~Bob wow that's crazy, i haven't been on the boards for about a
week now, i can't believe they banned you, that place is a cesspool, i didn't
think getting banned was even possible, the place is one big troll so i dont see
why what you said would bother them. The main board has kind of jumped the
shark anyway, the wanna be rich and racists have polluted the place, you used
to be able to have a decent convo every now and then .... I thought it was
hilarious seeing a bunch of them trying to question the fact that you were a
science teacher...that was classic.

Who gives a F what u think blu-belly!!!

 

Report
Geo81 and Barnacle~Bob like this.
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32.  

jim comparoni Moderator
Moderator

MSUDP said: ↑

Seriously, that's bs. The Michigan homers are allowed to run wild over there.
I'm seriously considering cancelling my sub.

Do you know who banned you, @Barnacle~Bob?

I have been looking into this. I'm not happy about it.

 

SUBSCRIBE to SPARTAN Magazine! ($29.95): http://spartanmagazine.net/
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33.  

doack All-Miller
Gold Member

I was banned on the 11th for upsetting the one and only steve smith dude over there,
apparently he is off limits with the crud he spews...

 

Report

34.  

blue17! All-Skiles
Gold Member

joltinjoe said: ↑

Who gives a F what u think blu-belly!!!

joe would be a main board legend, lol
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35.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

blue17! said: ↑

joe would be a main board legend, lol

Oh, for sure
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36.  

Barnacle~Bob All-Macklin/Bachman
Gold Member

doack said: ↑

I was banned on the 11th for upsetting the one and only steve smith dude over
there, apparently he is off limits with the crud he spews...

Yeah, it's super cliquey over there.
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37.  

MSU4ME2003 All-Gibson
Gold Member

blue17! said: ↑

joe would be a main board legend, lol

LOL! He wouldn't make it past 1 post.

 

Report
MSUDP likes this.

38.  

MSU4ME2003 All-Gibson
Gold Member

jim comparoni said: ↑

I have been looking into this. I'm not happy about it.

What are your findings?

 

Report
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